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ordinate — the same condition as for a parabolic cambered road.
For small angles of deflection the parabola for a small range is more
adaptable for use than the circular curve. Polar deflections m the
parabola from the tangent point are directly proportional to distance
x.	~	>
The equation for a simple parabola is y = wu2, where m is a
constant.
The formula for the cubic parabola is
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wljich for small angles is similar to the spiral.
3. The Spiral Curve
The spiral curve has become increasingly popular, in recent years,
for transition work. The general equation is > = m\ <J>, where X is
the length of curve and <f> the external tangent or '" spiral " angle,
ie. the angle between the tangent at point of origin and the tangent
at polar point ; m = V 2J?£ , E = radius.
Since EL is constant, E must be inversely proportional to L.
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Also	7 = gfij for small angles.
Prof. Royal-Da wson shows in his book on " Curve Design 5> that
xz
the equation y — ^j applies for small angles to the spiral or clothoid
curve, the lemniscate or the cubic parabola and that X = L for very
small angles.
A useful formula for the spiral curve is : —
where 05 is the fall spiral angle, 8 the angle between the initial
tangent and any chord K, ls = length along the full spiral, I = length
along the spiral .for any cljord, K.
It is convenient to arrange ten equal chords along the spiral;
then the values of 6 for each point on the curve will be as follows • —
and so on to unity.
Thus 6 = 0-01 6,, 0-04 6,, 0-09 6,, 0-016 8,, etc., for points 1, 2, 3,
£, etc,, up to 10, when 9 = 6a.

